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Abstract
The paper presents a study on combining model- and data-centric approaches to
building a question answering system for inclusion of people with autism spectrum
disorder. The study shows that applying sequentially model- and data-centric
approaches might allow achieving higher metric scores on closed-domain lowresourced datasets.

1

Introduction

The paper focuses on the development of a dialogue system for inclusive education. The system is
designed for high-functioning people on the spectrum and their relatives. It aims to give relevant
information about autism spectrum disorder. The mission of this work is to create a user-friendly tool
for inclusion through natural language processing. Language-centric tools might one day become
highly efficient in making steps towards a tolerant society; however, building such tools may present
challenges.
I suppose that safety, as the main challenge, should come first in the development of tools for inclusion.
For example, we can consider a dialogue system for inclusion system unsafe when it acts as an
uninformative or even “aggressive” model that misleads users or evokes undesirable reactions. Is it
hard to avoid building such a system? The answer is yes.
Although there are some inclusive and sociomedical datasets for building informational dialogue
systems or teaching tools [1, 2, 3], because they are closed-domain and specific, it is impossible
to use them, for example, for building models for the inclusion of people with autism. In turn,
collecting a new dataset for such a purpose would require hours-long manual work of knowledgeable
crowdworkers, which again complicates the whole process. New closed-domain sociomedical datasets
might be very low-resourced, especially at the beginning of the journey. So what can be done while
the dataset is small?

2

Data-centric Experiments

In the paper, I focused on improving the performance of a dialogue system trained on my lowresource dataset about autism spectrum disorder [4]. After some model-centric experiments with
Transformer[5]-based SOTA models (see subsection 2.2), I have decided to conduct several experiments on the dataset design. My central argument is that experiments on a dataset structure might lead
to improvements in the model performance. To prove or disprove it, I have used the results of a modelcentric approach (the optimum fine-tuned Transformer-based model) for the data-centric experiments.
Emphasis has been placed on low-resource closed-domain systems for inclusive education.
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2.1

Dataset

The basis of the study is Autism Spectrum Disorder and Asperger Syndrome Question Answering
Dataset 1.0 (ASD QA) [4] collected by me for building natural language dialogue systems for
inclusive education. ASD QA is a Machine Reading Comprehension (MRC) dataset with a structure
similar to the Stanford Question Answering Dataset 2.0 (SQuAD 2.0) [6]. MRC is a Natural Language
Understanding (NLU) task, the goal of which is to teach a system to read and comprehend texts [7],
for example, by learning to answer questions that can be extracted from a given reading passage.
The ASD QA dataset contains information for high-functioning people with autism spectrum disorder
and their relatives covering different topics, for example, sport or communication. The dataset is
being collected from reliable information resources in Russian, like [8]. One can use the dataset for
building generative or extractive question answering systems, MRC models, closed-domain dialogue
systems about autism, etc. The dataset is yet very low-resourced. It comprises 1,134 question-answer
pairs and 96 informational paragraphs, which is 45,400 symbols or 6,578 words.
Figure 1 illustrates the dataset structure on the example of one topic set. Each topic set consists of
several question-answer (QA) blocks, which are presented in Figure 1 as grey rectangles with several
coloured rectangles inside. QA-blocks contain reading passages (see green rectangles in Figure 1),
which are informational paragraphs containing answers (orange rectangles) to questions (yellow
rectangles). Answers are extracts from reading passages annotated with sequence numbers of the first
and the last symbols of spans in reading passages. QA-blocks have tags of relevance (blue rectangles)
showing if a question has an answer in a reading passage (relevant), or not (irrelevant). So the dataset
is provided with impossible questions, which a trained system should learn to ignore.
I have developed several dataset modifications for the data-centric experiments. The original dataset
and its modifications can be found in [4]. The original version and others except for a "multiple"
one contain only one answer to each question due to limited time and human resources for the
manual work (in the year 2022, the author is launching a crowdsourcing project to finish the dataset
collection). The idea of augmenting the dataset with new questions came after the SQuAD [6]
structure investigation. The SQuAD initially contains questions with several possible answers; that is
why the author created a version of the ASD QA called "multiple" which contains from one to four
answers to each question. According to the diversity of content of a corresponding reading passage,
the answers could be of different lengths.
According to [15], the twice larger datasets might lead to significant improvements in the model
performance. I have decided to prove or disprove this theory by contradiction; I have created a
"half-sized" version of the ASD QA dataset which comprises 50% of the shuffled original data and
assumed that models trained on this modification will give twice lower metric scores than the ones
trained on the original dataset version.
Then I have created modifications that would be easier for models to process by omitting the dataset
elements that do not contain significant information and truncating the compulsory elements. A “no
impossible” version does not include any irrelevant (or impossible) questions. A "short" version
includes shortened answers from the original version (the shortage was losslessly applied only when
possible). All the modifications (excepting "multiple" and "half-sized" versions) were applied to the
first third of the dataset to accelerate the experiments. The versions are listed in the Mode column in
Table 1 (see subsection 2.2).
2.2

Method

The training was performed over Google Colab [9] with the NVIDIA Tesla K80 graphics processing
unit provided by the collaborative environment. The first model-centric part of the experiment was to
examine SOTA Transformer-based models for extractive question answering (the ASD QA MRC
dataset is perfect for this task). The aim was to find out and fine-tune the most powerful model for the
second data-centric stage. Transformer [5] is an architecture based on attention mechanisms that allow
weighing the significance of the input tokens. Transformer-based models allow applying transfer
learning techniques achieving state-of-the-art results on a wide range of tasks only by transferring
knowledge from one task or language to another. For example, Transformer-encoder models, like
BERT [10], became quite efficient in MRC while being trained on tasks like Masked Language
Modeling (MLM, or fill-in-the-gap task).
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Figure 1: The ASD QA dataset structure.
Table 1: Results obtained on the original ASD QA dataset (model-centric approach) and it’s modifications (data-centric approach)
Model-centric (original data)

Data-centric (modified data)

Model

Precision

Recall

F1

Mode (for XLM-R)

Precision

Recall

F1

mBERT
mDBERT
XLM-R
ruBERT

0.42
0.51
0.39
0.45

0.25
0.24
0.36
0.28

0.31
0.33
0.37
0.35

short
multiple
no impossible
half-sized

0.37
0.39
0.44
0.72

0.29
0.36
0.40
0.04

0.33
0.38
0.42
0.07

Table 1 is divided into model- and data-centric parts. The model-centric part shows metric scores
for several SOTA models after the hyperparameters optimization. I will not focus on the parameter
optimization stage because the data-centric part of the work is more important for the paper. Among
the chosen models are multilingual BERT (mBERT) [10], a multilingual distilled (compressed)
version of BERT (mDistilBERT or mDBERT) [11], a cross-lingual model based on Facebook’s
RoBERTa (XLM-R) [12], and a version of BERT fine-tuned for the Russian language by Geotrend
(ruBERT) [13] (the ASD QA dataset is in Russian).
XLM-R showed the best performance according to its F1-Score calculated as in SQuAD evaluation
script [14]. As a result, XLM-R was chosen for the further data-centric stage. During the data-centric
stage, I have retrained the XLM-R-based model with the optimum parameters (the learning rate
is 3e-5, the batch size is 1, the number of epochs is 10, the dropout rate is 0.1) using different
modifications of the ASD QA dataset described in subsection 2.1. The analysis of the results is
presented in subsection 2.3.
2.3

Discussion

Before the experiments, I made several hypotheses about the model performance after the data-centric
modifications. Firstly, I supposed that the shortage of answers would lead to higher performance
because that would make the task more focused. During the first model-centric experiments, I noticed
a shift in models’ outputs. Mostly, they were correct, but the extracted spans were shifted to the right
or left on several symbols (for example, "by. Autichnye ljudi - jeto ne sociop..."2 instead of "Autichnye
ljudi - jeto ne sociopaty."3 ). This phenomenon could be related to the WordPiece tokenization that
breaks tokens into subwords. That also could be connected to the length of answers in the training
dataset. Nevertheless, my hypothesis was not confirmed. Shortened answers lead to the decrease of
2
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Russian transliteration. Translation into English is as follows: "would. Autistic people are not sociop..."
Russian transliteration. Translation into English is as follows: "Autistic people are not sociopaths."
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F1-Score by 4% (see "short" in Table 1). Supposedly, the shorter answers prediction task became
harder for the system because it decreased the probability of random guesses.
My second hypothesis was that the dataset with several answers would be less challenging for the
system because, in some cases, it would have one or several alternatives for the output. The hypothesis
was confirmed, but the increase was not significant, only by 1% (see "multiple" in Table 1). There
were still a lot of incomplete answers consisting of one letter or one word (for example, “A...”4 ,
“Ne...”5 , “Kak...”6 ).
The third hypothesis was that the exclusion of irrelevant or impossible question-answer pairs would
increase the model performance. The ASD QA dataset was provided with irrelevant questions (for
example, “Kak issledovat’ iskusstvennyj intellekt?”7 ), which have no answer in given reading passages. The model should learn to ignore such questions to be strictly informative and not entertaining.
Nevertheless, learning to distinguish such questions significantly complicates the training process.
The hypothesis was confirmed, (see “no impossible” in Table 1) the model performance without
irrelevant questions increased by 5%.
The last hypothesis was that a half-sized dataset would decrease the model performance twice. This
hypothesis was not confirmed. The model performance decreased by 30%. F1-Score became 0.07
instead of predicted 0.19 (see “half-sized” in Table 1). However, precision became unpredictably high
and achieved 0.72. Within three previous dataset modifications, precision and recall were changing
proportionally, whereas in this case, precision increased by 27%, while recall decreased by 24%. That
means that the system gave more accurate but rare answers. Most outputs of the system were empty.

3

Conclusion

The paper presents a combined approach to building a question-answering system with model- and
data-centric methods applied sequentially to achieve the best metric scores. The study focuses on a
low-resource dataset about autism spectrum disorder. The study describes new empirical data-centric
techniques that will be generalized to broader contexts in perspective.
The results achieved on a dataset version with shortened answers were unsuccessful. The experiment
on a dataset with multiple answers did not bring significant improvement as well. Supposedly, a
“multiple” dataset would allow achieving higher metric scores on a larger dataset.
The experiment without impossible answers allowed achieving the highest metric scores. However, I
cannot reject that these results brought some losses. Such a system now cannot learn to distinguish
irrelevant questions to ignore them. That provides much food for thought. Can we develop a
model that would recognize irrelevant questions with some other methods? For example, can we
use rule-based methods or engage generative algorithms? To answer this question, I need further
investigation.
The experiment with a half-sized dataset was conducted to ensure that a twice larger dataset allows
achieving much higher metric scores. This case illustrates the robustness of enlarging the volume of
the training data. The still low-resource dataset collected manually by one person allows achieving
significantly better results just by enlarging. However, such a high precision (0.72) was unexpected,
and it is yet hard for me to interpret such a result.
Some of the answers of the developed system allow concluding that despite low metric scores, we can
already use a system based on the ASD QA dataset in inclusive education for testing. For example,
the outputs like “Nalichie autizma ne delaet vashu zhizn’ bessmyslennoj.”8 or “Ubedites’, chto vash
rebjonok znaet, chto takoe travlja.”9 inspire. Apart from that, one of the main advantages of such
extractive models is that they do not create occasional answers like generative ones. When they
cannot output a correct answer, they usually keep silent.
4

Russian transliteration. This can be a part of a word or a conjunction in Russian.
Russian transliteration. Negative particle in Russian. This can be a part of a word or a negative particle in
Russian.
6
Russian transliteration. This can be a part of a word or a word "How" in Russian.
7
Russian transliteration. Translation into English is as follows: "How to research artificial intelligence?"
8
Russian transliteration. Translation into English: "Having autism does not make your life meaningless."
9
Russian transliteration. Translation into English: "Please make sure that your child knows what bullying is."
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